Tell me Congressman Rohrabacher, you swore a sacred oath to protect and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies both foreign and domestic. The way I see the current situation would lead me to believe the current administration has changed its character. Mr. Obama’s current agenda is no longer the platform on which he was elected in good faith by the American people. By all of my observations, it appears to me that he now must be considered a domestic enemy and is actively engaged in the

Earth Frisk Blog says they have contacted every hospital in Honolulu and says there is no record of Obama’s birth at any Hawaii hospital and no record for Obama’s mother at any Hawaii hospital.

All of the following hospitals were called or visited from November 20 through December 2nd, 2008. It was confirmed that OBAMA was not born in any hospital in Honolulu County! NONE!

Hospital employees were bribed and some gave info for free.

Hospitals you can check yourself:

1. The Queen’s Medical Center - Honolulu, Hawaii -- Obama claims as his birth hospital -- Obama and Mom Never Here
2. Kapi‘olani Medical Center -- Obama’s sister claims Barack Obama born here -- Obama and Mom Never Here
3. Honolulu Shriners Hospital -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
4. Straub Clinic & Hospital -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
5. Hawaii Health Systems Corporation -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
6. Cancer Institute of Maui -- Wailuku, Hawaii -- No Comment??
7. Kuakini Hospital -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
8. Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
10. Straub Health -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
11. Tripler Medical Center -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
12. Wahiawa General Hospital -- Wahiawa, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama
13. Wilcox Memorial Hospital -- Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Earth Frisk Blog contends they were pretty detailed in their calls and visits thanks to dozens of native Hawaiian patriots. To the College Republicans all over the Island kudos. You can look at every hospital here and call or visit any of them. Everyone has a family member working in a hospital. Talk, pay and bribe. You can file freedom of information acts, you can do everything and anything you wish. Barack Obama was never born in a hospital in Hawaii as claimed.

Only his original, vault-copy birth certificate, that he has had sealed will have this info. Will the Supreme Court force it open and thus preserve the Constitution of the United States?

2. Why won’t you take action NOW to demand PROOF, like active members of the Military are now doing, that Mr. Soetoro/Obama is able to issue anything other than unlawful orders, which they are sworn not to obey, lest you, along with all members of Congress be charged with misprision* of Treason?

* Misprision: Neglect in preventing or reporting a felony or treason by one not an accessory, but in a lawful position to act on or prevent it.
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